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PARTNER R EPOSITORIES

GUIDING PRINCIPLES

The SeaView EarthCube IA project is working with
existing data repositories to make oceanographic
data more accessible and interoperable by
producing data in standard formats and providing
access to thematic data collections.

FUNDED PARTNERS AND CDF MEMBERS

SUPPORTING SCIENCE

CCHDO
CLIVAR & Carbon Hydrographic Data Office

All SeaView products are designed to have direct value to end-user scientists, even when created
for prototype or test purposes. SeaView’s products are driven by focused input from end user
scientists via one-on-one interviews, a focus group meeting, and a community workshop. They have
told us the formats they want, and they ways they want to aggregate data.
Rolling Deck to Repository (R2R)

STRENGTHENING REPOSITORIES
CDF MEMBERS

SEAVIEW PR EM IS ES :

The lessons learned from integrating across repositories feed directly into repository improvements.
This is the value of having repositories partner in the SeaView integration efforts.

• Reformatting data for scientist’s tool of choice can be a barrier and a time sink.
• Finding data of interest across multiple repositories can be challenging or time
consuming
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At present, SeaView is developing two Thematic Data
Collections, providing integrated access to data from the
partner repositories to scientifically-meaningful themes in two
standard formats. Collections are accessible through the beta
portal seaviewdata.ucsd.edu.
SeaView
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PIONEER DATA CO LLECTIO N

Data from the
region of the OOI
Pioneer Sensor
Array will provide
support to scientists
developing new
research proposals
for the Pioneer
sensor assets.
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INFORMING EARTHCUBE

Pioneer
ODV
Compilation

SeaView acts as an Integration and Interoperabiliy Demonstration for EarthCube. The challenges
discovered and lessons learned in bringing data from these 5 repositories together is a microcosm
of the larger EarthCube architecture effort.
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Integrating data from multiple repositories for science use identified pain points that informed
core repository improvements. These improvements benefit users well beyond SeaView.
ALIGNING IDENTIFIERS

The TN303 thematic collection highlighted that data from 1 cruise could end up in several repositories, but under different cruise
names, making manual integration necessary, increasing the risk of transcription errors. BCO-DMO and R2R had already aligned
cruise IDs, but R2R and CCHDO had not. Outcome: R2R and CCHDO have crosswalked cruise IDs…for all common cruises, not just
TN303.
SEARCHING THE WAY USERS WANT

The SeaView workshop highlighted the fact that scientists want to search on concepts like science program (e.g. Geotraces, OOI)
that weren’t part of the current R2R cruise catalog. Outcome: R2R tagged its cruises with program name. A new R2R beta interface
allows searching on program name, as well as other concepts
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ON-GOING CHALLEN GES
REPRESENTING METADATA

R2R
Files

SeaView provides data aggregations at multiple levels; how to provide full and user-friendly metadata when repositories have
different metadata standards and services is not yet clear.
DESCRIBING VERSIONS

TN303 DATA CR UIS E
COLLECTION

Data collected from a single
cruise (with a cohesive science
goal) are distributed among
multiple repositories. For one
multidisciplinary cruise, we
integrated the data to evaluate
the process and support
GEOTRACES scientists.

In several cases,
different versions of
data were available in
different repositories,
and the relationship was
not clear without deep
investigation. Outcome:
SeaView provided
feedback for improving
provenance between
related repositories.

Rolling Deck to Repository (R2R)

Original data submitted to R2R; R2R
runs its CTD processing

R2R serves
processed data
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SeaView’s experience as a de-facto Integration and
Interoperability Demo can inform the overall
EarthCube architecture and design effort. Some
experience gained to date:
• Demonstration integrations effectively highlight unexpected
challenges – the SeaView team repeatedly found “gotchas” that
were not predictable, even by a team that knows the data and the
user-facing tools very well.
• Integration across repositories, even within a domain, requires work
that is outside the core responsibilities of an individual repository:
supporting integration is “new work” that must be planned and
supported.
• Integration cannot be entirely domain agnostic – there are user
requirements and data issues that are deeply domain specific (such
identifying the concept of a cruise as a unifying concept to cross-link)
• SeaView put the end-users in the driver’s seat, using one-on-one
interviews, a small focus group, a larger community workshop, an
interactive poster, and a questionnare. This feedback was essential,
but not all avenues were equally effective for all types of input...each
had strengths and limitations that we learned through trial and error
and can convey to other EC projects.

CTD collects data on cruise
Scientist on cruise processed data
submits to BCO-DMO

BCO-DMO servers
processed data
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